A Patriot’s History of the United States
FROM COLUMBUS’S GREAT DISCOVERY
TO THE WAR ON TERROR
Larry Schweikart and Michael Allen
I was delighted to speak with the eminent professor of history at the University of Dayton in Ohio and co-author of the seminal text *A Patriot's History of the United States*, a book I highly recommend:

RUSH: Larry, how are you?

SCHWEIKART: Hi Rush, great to talk to you.

RUSH: Thank you for making time for us here. I appreciate it. Did using the word “patriot” in the title of your book get you into any trouble with your colleagues, not just in Dayton, but around the country?

SCHWEIKART: Not so far. We've been lambasted on liberal websites, but the History News Network gave us a pretty balanced approach. First they had some article by the radical leftist historian Howard Zinn, and then they had an article I wrote, “Why It’s Time for a Patriot’s History of the United States.” That used to be our subtitle. Our original title was, *The Beacon of Liberty*. Our publisher, Sentinel, was right on about this; they said, “No, you have got to go with A Patriot's History.” Boy, that was a great call.

RUSH: What inspired you and Michael Allen to write the book?

SCHWEIKART: You know our environment; you've been talking about it for 15 years. The academy, as you well mentioned, is overwhelmingly left. We found, in looking at dozens and dozens of history textbooks, that they were overwhelmingly to the left. There wasn't one you could rely on to tell the story of Ronald Reagan, or to explain the damage done by the New Deal. That alone required us to write the book. As we went along, of course, we found a lot of other problems. But those were two of the most egregious errors that we found in all the books.

RUSH: It doesn’t surprise me. How, historically, did it happen, that the American academy is basically anti-American in perspective? As you say there are exceptions to this all across the country, but it seems on balance that the desire is to portray the country's history as negative.
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The focus of evil in the modern world is the United States, and our Founders were evil, white slave owners. Has the academy always been this way, or is this relatively new? When did this shift begin?

The academy always has been slightly left-leaning. But the real shift began at the end of the McCarthy era, when leftist professors were driven out, lost their jobs. At the end of that period, say the late 1950s, a lot of colleges went the other direction. To kind of make up for what they had done, they went so far the other direction that they started to welcome in leftists, especially in the social sciences, the arts, and history.

If you look at the 60s, you could have predicted those student riots just by noticing the three streams converging at that time. The first stream was us—the baby boomers. I am your age exactly. We had a bunch of kids coming of age around 1962, '63—a whole generation of kids was coming into college at that time. The second stream was the money that came as a result of Sputnik; the federal government dumped millions and millions of dollars into the university system—supposedly to go into engineering and math, but if you know anything about the way money works in the university, it doesn't stay where it is put. You know that from the athletic department: they bring in the money and then it goes everywhere throughout the campus. So this money ended up in the bigger departments, which were always the arts and sciences, and the liberal arts departments.

The third stream was these radical professors. My best take on it is that when these leftists came in, they were only a part of the department. But the people they were around were gentlemen and gentlewomen. They didn’t believe in fighting, they didn’t see all activities as political, and of course Marxists see everything as political. I knew a lot of these people. They just didn’t want to fight these battles when these young liberals came in and took over. They took over the search committees, they started hiring more of their own. They started doling out money so it only rewarded radicals.

By the late 60s, most of the humanities, political science, sociology, were pretty much dominated by leftists. There were still some conservatives, but they had no power, they had no influence in the academy, and it was only a matter of time before they retired.

Is there any hope? Here is your book, which stands out like a sore thumb. Do you see any potential shift? The reason I ask this is because I started my radio program in 1988, and in the 16-plus years since, the left wing has lost its monopoly in the media. The Democratic Party is imploding.

Right. It is remarkable.

There are a number of outposts still left, which I view as targets. And the overstuffed left wing of the academy seems to be one of them. Do you see any hopeful signs there?

There are some signs. We do have a lot more conservative students than I have ever seen before. And there are a lot more students who are kind of middle-of-the-road, who are not interested in heavy ideology of any sort. They want to raise families, get their jobs, and they are especially put off by leftist propaganda. You're right, we have witnessed an incredible shift in the media. Honestly, even when you started I didn't know we'd ever get here. If you told me that CBS, ABC, and NBC would be fairly insignificant today, I would have said you are smoking something.

So I'm not going to be totally pessimistic. But there's something about the academy that's a bit different from the media. You introduced competition; The Washington Times introduced competition; Drudge, the internet, Fox all introduced competition against the majors. Where will the competition come from in the university system? The universities are essentially isolated and immunized from all competition.

True. But look at what happened with Ward Churchill. It wasn't long ago that Ward Churchill would say and do what he said, write what he wrote, and there might be a few howls of protest, but that would be it.

You are absolutely right, and those are great signs. But just between you and me, I hope Ward Churchill is on TV every night. Every time he talks we sell another hundred books.

I have said the same thing. I don't want to shut these people up. I think that is the key to it all now. There is a more informed, sophisticated public, a more educated news and information consumer. Plus the “red state” people feel like winners. They are finally winning, and it is giving them some confidence—after 40 years of wandering in the desert, so to speak, being laughed at and impugned on television. Now they feel a little power and they are exerting it. We don't want to silence Churchill’s speech on First Amendment grounds. But at the same time, the taxpayers don't have to pay for it.

The media transformation these past 16 years has been a very slow process, and it wasn't apparent all along the way. Over a one-year or two-year period I began to get the feeling “something is different, something is changing.” The media was so in-the-tank for Kerry last year that it is a new era out there. And then Rather comes along with his obviously forged documents. I don't think any leftist bastion is safe anymore. But I am not under any illusions. I think your point about competition is exactly right, and I don’t know where it will come from.

I am optimistic that change will come, but right now I don't see the vehicle for it. There are a lot of new internet universities out there like www.YorktownUniversity.com, AmericanMilitaryUniversity.com, but these are limited. A college campus is mostly about social life, and you aren't going to replace that with internet universities. Do I see a lot of conservative Hillsdales, Grove City Colleges, Claremonts out there? Not really. Whatever happens will, I think, happen to the major universities. Will that come from the student? The parent? I don't know.

There are conservative professors, but they're in the business schools, the engineering schools, and in the sciences. All the ultra liberals are in the arts,
RUSH: Here's my hope. What has actually brought this change about elsewhere is the people. The people have been informed, true, by this new media. But they still have to accept it, admit it, and sign on to it. Then they have to take action, such as at the polls, or by refusing to believe what they hear on ABC, CBS, NBC, or not watching it. Now these people have kids. I think the kids of these parents have a chance, as a result, sort of like a trickle-down effect, of showing up at these universities a little bit more informed than some students in the past.

Let me get back to your book here, because I think books like yours are equivalent to the new electronic media that has dealt its blow to the old mainstream media. With the right kind of distribution, a book like yours is another chink in the armor, and will inform people of things that are not being taught any longer. That, to me, is the great value of your book.

You write in your introduction that “the past usually speaks for itself.”

SCHWEIKART: That's right.

RUSH: But does it? Wasn't one of the reasons that you needed to write this book because America's past requires a defense?

SCHWEIKART: Yes; it's sad it has come to that. We say that if you just tell the story of America's past honestly, you can't help but be proud of this country. But over the last 40 years, people have told the story of this country's past dishonestly. They have over-exaggerated racism and sexism. They have lied. Take, for instance, the destruction of the buffalo. We point out it was white ranchers and entrepreneurs who saved the buffalo, and, in fact, restocked all the herds, and even sold the main herd to Yellowstone. But nobody knows about that.

So, yes, you are right. Our book is on the cutting edge of this revolution. When we went into this, Mike Allen and I insisted that it had to be fully researched and documented. Unlike some competitors, who will go nameless, we don't make assertions about the past, and just wish things were the way we wanted them to be. We tell the accurate story, and it's fully documented, so the liberals would not be able to come after us on the facts. They could only come after us on interpretation.

RUSH: I think when people read your book they will be mesmerized. They think they know history, but the stuff in your book is not taught. I remember John Silber, when he was president of Boston University, surveyed the three most widely used history textbooks in American high schools. He found the largest reference to Lincoln—and I am not making this up—was one paragraph. You can find chapters on Bill Clinton and his greatness, or JFK. So in a way, you can say you are pessimistic, since you had to do this. I am optimistic that you did it.
SCHWEIKART: Okay, but let me preface this by saying I already have a con-

RUSH: Why Americans Win Wars.

SCHWEIKART: That's right.

RUSH: Freedom is the natural yearning of the human spirit, which dovetails ex-
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SCHWEIKART: Right. And it is going to be, in essence, applying Victor Hanson to

RUSH: Excellent point. Now, in one interview, Larry, you said you were working
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SCHWEIKART: Right. Well, in the Civil War they didn't bury the lead. They started moving the lead to the very front. All they would report is facts. From about 1860 to about 1900, this became entrenched in almost all the major papers. For a lot of reasons, some of it having to do with business, most of them became objective. They viewed reporting the news as separate from editorial content. They tried to get both sides of the story and they tried to be fair and balanced.

Were there exceptions? Of course. You had the yellow press. But basically this model held until about 1960. Now currently I am doing some research with a conservative journalism professor at Dartmouth—I won't give his name away in case he gets blackballed—and a guy from the American Enterprise Institute named John Lott. We are working on the question, Can we pin down exactly what caused this change?

My theory is that it was not Vietnam or Watergate that caused the change. I think you see clear indications of this change happening earlier. My gut feeling is it involves John Kennedy. That the press, especially the males in the press, so identified with Kennedy that they started to throw fairness out the window and became terribly attached to his Administration, creating the whole Camelot myth. So by the time Kennedy was assassinated and Johnson came in, and the Vietnam War, they were already moving in the other direction. Vietnam just accelerated something that had already happened, in my view, but I can't prove that just yet.

RUSH: No, but it is a fascinating theory. Howard Fineman, in a fit of frustration, admitting that the mainstream press has lost a large measure of respect, actually wrote a piece about a month ago postulating that it was the Vietnam War that actually helped the media focus its true political desires. They finally became fed up with the war and were upset that the Democrats were not leading the movement to get out of it. Fineman actually asserts in this piece that the media became a political party.

SCHWEIKART: Yes, I know the piece you are talking about. And he's right, to an extent, Rush. I don't want to sound like a kook—I think Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone—but I do want to introduce something for you to think about here. Let's assume that the media, in fact, did totally buy off on Kennedy, that they were completely in his camp.

RUSH: True, and I think the female journalists did too, wishing they were Jackie.

SCHWEIKART: Right. But here's the upshot. When Kennedy was assassinated, journalists couldn't report the story. They couldn't immediately say, "This was possibly the work of the Mafia," because they couldn't talk about Kennedy's ties to the mob. They couldn't say, "This is possibly the result of a jilted lover, or Jackie hiring a hit man, because she was fed up with this guy." You see the dilemma: they couldn't even begin to report on all the possibilities before they were sure it was Oswald. This is what gave rise to these nuts and kooks who did uncover some interesting information—even though it didn't prove anything in the long run. These loose ends went nowhere. But nevertheless it was the media's job to unravel them and show us that they went nowhere. But they didn't.

RUSH: That generation is still reporting, so how do you explain that their descendents, if you will, have kept it up?

SCHWEIKART: Once you are in the 60s, you start to see a shift in the journalism school, which starts getting into this view that journalists—as you say on your show all the time and I have dozens of quotations to back this up—are "out to change the world." They are not out to report news or facts or events; they are out to shape public policy.

RUSH: Right. There is no question about that.

SCHWEIKART: So once the journalism schools are teaching students that, it is very difficult to come out of a journalism school with any other views. Some do, but not very many.

RUSH: On balance, you sound like an optimistic guy. Are you optimistic that the country will continue to be properly understood historically by future generations and that America, as we have known it, will survive? My father was so concerned about what was happening with the media and their apparently siding with our enemies, not seeing a real danger in communism, and so forth. A lot of people were concerned that we had gotten decadent, and are going to get more decadent. Having written this book, what is your view of the future?

SCHWEIKART: I am optimistic. Americans are smarter than the media thinks, which is one reason they are not listening to the media anymore. And they are smarter than a lot of academics. They know good academics from bad academics. They know good history from bad history. The popularity of books like Paul Johnson's Modern Times, and History of the American People, demonstrate that Americans know when something is junk. To put it another way, I don't think we need the endorsement of the academic establishment to be successful with our book. I am hearing already that homeschoolers are adopting this in droves. We have teachers at junior colleges who teach thousands of students across the country every year, who don't have these big faculty committees that decide textbooks, who are adopting this book. So the truth will win out. As we say again and again, if people know the facts of America, they will be proud and patriotic. If this book and others like it are available, they will know the past of America. I am not concerned. People will find the truth.

RUSH: That is terrific. I am excited that you wrote this book. I love the title too, I think your publisher is exactly right: A Patriot's History of the United States. We will do what we can here, Larry, to get as many people to buy it as possible.

SCHWEIKART: Well, Rush, we are just thrilled. One of the reasons I started writing this book was because in 2000 I had written a history of American business called The Entrepreneurial Adventure. In looking at how historians treated the history of American business, I said, "Boy, this is really bad. These guys are getting it all wrong." I found charts in one of the most popular American history college texts about debt and deficits. These two charts, if you could see them, look like the deficits and the debt go off the map in the Reagan era. And to make
absolutely sure that the students knew what was going on, they had these labels: "World War II Ends"; "Vietnam War"; "Reagan." Everything else is an event except Reagan. They want to make absolutely sure that the students get that Reagan was an idiot. But I found that in their charts, they hadn't used real dollars. So I recalculated, and they weren't even the same charts.

RUSH: I have seen the real charts, which show that the deficit started to plummet in '86 when the tax cuts kicked in.

SCHWEIKART: Absolutely right.

RUSH: I have made a big deal out of that in my newsletter over the years. But see, there is another reason for optimism too, despite all their efforts. Reagan's funeral week had to be the worst of the American leftists' lives. They did everything they could to revise the history of that man to make him hated, despised. And look at the spontaneous outpouring of love that came forth for Ronald Reagan.

SCHWEIKART: Right.

RUSH: As you said, the people know. They recognize character when they see it; they recognize virtue and honesty when they see it. Look, he won in landslide. People weren't going to be persuaded that he was an idiot. But the left lived its illusion that they had succeeded in revising history. And when they found out that they had failed, I think it was just another nail in their coffin. I am not trying to overdo this, but your book is going to have the same kind of impact. It is just another element in the whole package out there that is finally slowing down this inexorable turn to the left, and we are straightening out here. It isn't going to be long before we start turning right.

SCHWEIKART: Well, and the great thing, Rush, is that thanks to the internet, thanks to shows like yours, we are no longer dependent on a bunch of stupid reviews in the American Historical Review.

RUSH: Excellent point.

SCHWEIKART: We don't have to rely on them. We are not dependent on the historical establishment because now we have other ways to expose their hypocrisy. So what if some leftist professor at Pinkston U gives us a negative review? Who is going to read that compared to The Limbaugh Letter?
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the concern over not just property rights, but all rights, so infused American life that laws often followed the practices of the common folk, rather than dictated to them; that even when the United States used her military power for dubious reasons, the ultimate result was to liberate people and bring a higher standard of living than before; that time and again America's leaders have willingly shared power with those who had none, whether they were citizens of territories, former slaves, or disenfranchised women. And we could go on.

The reason so many academics miss the real history of America is that they assume that ideas don't matter and that there is no such thing as virtue. They could not be more wrong. When John D. Rockefeller said, "The common man must have kerosene and he must have it cheap," Rockefeller was already a wealthy man with no more to gain. When Grover Cleveland vetoed an insignificant seed corn bill, he knew it would hurt him politically, and that he would only win condemnation from the press and the people—but the Constitution did not permit it, and he refused.

Consider the scene more than two hundred years ago when President John Adams—just voted out of office by the hated Republicans of Thomas Jefferson—mounted a carriage and left Washington even before the inauguration. There was no armed struggle. Not a musket ball was fired, nor a political opponent hanged. No Federalists marched with guns or knives in the streets. There was no guillotine. And just four years before that, in 1796, Adams had taken part in an equally momentous event when he won a razor-thin close election over Jefferson and, because of Senate rules, had to count his own contested ballots. When he came to the contested Georgia ballot, the great Massachusetts revolutionary, the "Duke of Brantree," stopped counting. He sat down for a moment to allow Jefferson or his associates to make a challenge, and when he did not, Adams finished the tally, securing a narrow victory over Jefferson. Adams knew that the ballots were indeed in dispute, but he would not wreck the country over a few pieces of paper. As Adams took the oath of office, he thought he heard Washington say, "I am not responsible to God. Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty." It is not surprising, then, that so many left-wing historians miss the boat (and miss it, and miss it, and miss it to the point where they need a ferry schedule).

It is not surprising, then, that so many left-wing historians miss the boat (and miss it, and miss it, and miss it to the point where they need a ferry schedule). They fail to understand what every colonial settler and every western pioneer understood: character was tied to liberty, and liberty to property. All three were needed for success, but character was the prerequisite because it put the law behind property agreements, and it set responsibility right next to liberty. And the surest way to ensure the presence of good character was to keep God at the center of one's life, community, and ultimately, nation. "Separation of church and state" meant freedom to worship, not freedom from worship. It went back to that link between liberty and responsibility, and no one could be taken seriously who was not responsible to God. "Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty." They believed those words.

As colonies became independent and as the nation grew, these ideas permeated the fabric of the founding documents. Despite pits of corruption that have pockmarked federal and state politics—some of them quite deep—and despite abuses of civil rights that were shocking, to say the least, the concept was deeply imbedded that only a virtuous nation could achieve the lofty goals set by the Founders. Over the long haul, the Republic required virtuous leaders to prosper.

Yet virtue and character alone were not enough. It took competence, skill, and talent to build a nation. That's where property came in: with secure property rights, people from all over the globe flocked to America's shores. With secure property rights, anyone could become successful, from an immigrant Jew like Lionel Cohen and his famous Lionel toy trains to an Austrian bodybuilder-turned-millionaire actor and governor like Arnold Schwarzenegger. Carnegie arrived penniless; Ford's company went broke; and Lee Iacocca had to eat crow on national TV for his company's mistakes. Secure property rights not only made it possible for them all to succeed but, more important, established a climate of competition that rewarded skill, talent, and risk taking.

Political skill was essential too. From 1850 to 1860 the United States was nearly rent in half by inept leaders, whereas an integrity vacuum nearly destroyed American foreign policy and shattered the economy in the decades of the 1960s and early 1970s. Moral, even pious, men have taken the nation to the brink of collapse because they lacked skill, and some of the most skilled politicians in the world—Henry Clay, Richard Nixon, Bill Clinton—left legacies of frustration and corruption because their abilities were never wedded to character.

Throughout much of the twentieth century, there was a subtle and, at times, obvious campaign to separate virtue from talent, to divide character from success. The latest in this line of attack is the emphasis on diversity—that somehow merely having different skin shades or national origins makes America special. But it was not the color of the skin of people who came here that made them special, it was the content of their character. America remains a beacon of liberty, not merely because its institutions have generally remained strong, its citizens free, and its attitudes tolerant, but because it, among most of the developed world, still cries out as a nation, "Character counts." Personal liberties in America
are genuine because of the character of honest judges and attorneys who, for the most part, still make up the judiciary, and because of the personal integrity of large numbers of local, state, and national lawmakers.

No society is free from corruption. The difference is that in America, corruption is viewed as the exception, not the rule. And when light is shown on it, corruption is viciously attacked. Freedom still attracts people to the fountain of hope that is America, but freedom alone is not enough. Without responsibility and virtue, freedom becomes a soggy anarchy, an incomplete licentiousness. This is what has made Americans different: their fusion of freedom and integrity endows Americans with their sense of right, often when no other nation in the world shares their perception.

Yet that is as telling about other nations as it is our own; perhaps it is that as Americans, we alone remain committed to both the individual and the greater good, to personal freedoms and to public virtue, to human achievement and respect for the Almighty. Slavery was abolished because of the dual commitment to liberty and virtue—neither capable of standing without the other. Some crusades in the name of integrity have proven disastrous, including Prohibition. The most recent serious threats to both liberty and public virtue (abuse of the latter damages both) have come in the form of the modern environmental and consumer safety movements. Attempts to sue gun makers, paint manufacturers, tobacco companies, and even Microsoft "for the public good" have made distressingly steady advances, encroaching on Americans' freedoms to eat fast foods, smoke, or modify their automobiles, not to mention start businesses or invest in existing firms without fear of retribution.

The Founders—each and every one of them—would have been horrified at such intrusions on liberty, regardless of the virtue of the cause, not because they were elite white men, but because such actions in the name of the public good were simply wrong. It all goes back to character: the best way to ensure virtuous institutions (whether government, business, schools, or churches) was to populate them with people of virtue. Europe forgot this in the nineteenth century, or World War I at the latest. Despite rigorous and punitive face-saving traditions in the Middle East or Asia, these twin principles of liberty and virtue have never been adopted. Only in America, where one was permitted to do almost anything, but expected to do the best thing, did these principles germinate.

To a great extent, that is why, on March 4, 1801, John Adams would have thought of nothing other than to turn the White House over to his hated foe, without fanfare, self-pity, or complaint, and return to his everyday life away from politics. That is why, on the few occasions where very thin electoral margins produced no clear winner in the presidential race (such as 1824, 1876, 1888, 1960, and 2000), the losers (after some legal maneuvering, recounting of votes, and occasional whining) nevertheless stepped aside and congratulated the winner of a different party. Adams may have set a precedent, but in truth he would do nothing else. After all, he was a man of character.